R E TA IL GUID E

CREATE A DIGITAL
MARKETING
STRATEGY THAT
DOMINATES
As the world becomes more
connected, are you reaching
the right customers?

INTRODUCTION

FORGING YOUR OWN DIGITAL PATH
Create a strategy that supports your brand and program goals.
There’s no doubt that marketing isn’t what it used to be—especially for retail marketers trying
to reach people online. The COVID-19 pandemic has propelled e-commerce five years into the
future, with no signs of slowing. And consumer-centric privacy measures such as the deprecation
of third-party cookies and IDFA will make it harder for marketers to know they’re reaching the
right people.
Consumers are moving toward multichannel brand experiences, engaging across TV, mobile,
web and more. Retailers are starting to feel overwhelmed by the myriad of channels, devices
and accounts customers flit between.
That’s why it’s never been a more important time to return to retail’s roots: identity. Marketers
need to know how to speak to the individual customer experience and reach every person when
and where they’re most receptive to buy. This means getting a firm grip on capturing, storing,
labeling and using data to benefit both the brand and the customer.

In this guide you’ll learn:
• How to make your data actionable so
you can understand your customers
better than you do today.
• How to orchestrate and optimize
unique experiences when and where
your customers are most receptive,
both online and offline.
• Questions to ask your current
partners and actionable next steps.

Some of the biggest names in retail are already doing this. Retail giants Walmart and Target
are cornering the market with their digital-first marketing strategies, using tactics such as
fast tracking, easy returns and highly navigable apps and websites. Etsy, Best Buy and Nike
are leaning into e-commerce, warehouse expansions and sophisticated direct-to-consumer
models—all with a customer-focused approach.
The center of marketing’s future: an accurate, persistent and scalable identity solution
validated by transactions that lets marketers traverse online and offline channels with a
single source of each individual.
It sounds complicated, but don’t be intimidated. You can do it, too. You just need the right
tools to optimize customer data, personalize external messaging and measure impact at
the individual level. This is your opportunity to develop solutions that drive personalization
and interaction, increase optimization and grow sales.
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FUTURE-PROOFED DATA

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT YOUR CUSTOMER?
The foundation of a future-focused marketing plan should be based
in data. Knowing your customers in a multidimensional way will help
you transform your ads from an intrusion to something relevant and
meaningful to each customer.

Receptivity: the new metric for digital advertising
When you focus your marketing efforts on meeting
customers’ needs—instead of just disruption—you’ll
find that they’re more open to receiving ads from
your brand. This is called receptivity.
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FUTURE-PROOFED DATA

TO MEET YOUR MARKETING GOALS, YOU NEED THE RIGHT DATA
The more you know about your customers, the better you can drive retention strategies and create lookalike modeling of your best customers to fuel
acquisition strategy. On top of that, if you’re able to update historical data with real-time shopping behaviors and actions based on continuous AI, you
can keep learning about your customer and make messaging relevant. This increases their receptivity toward your brand.

Each type of data tells you something different about the customer:

First-party data
This is the most valuable data you have.
It’s information you collect directly from
consumers and acts as a history of your
consumer interactions. Using first-party data,
you can tell what someone has bought from you,
what causes them to engage with (or ignore)
your brand, and key demographic information.

Second-party data
This is someone else’s first-party data—
the next best thing to having your own
consumer data. It’s shared via strategic
partnerships or data clean rooms where
permissions and the level of identifiable
information can be carefully controlled.

Third-party data
This is aggregated data collected across many
sources. For example, Google knows nearly
everything about a user’s search behavior, and
mobile apps collect valuable customer data
points. But the accuracy of third-party data
can vary. Demographic and transactional data
are the most valued types of third-party data.

Typically, marketers rely on a combination of different types of data to drive their marketing. But as privacy regulations alter the digital
landscape, first-party data continues to be the most reliable and valuable for brands as the connection point for all interactions.
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FUTURE-PROOFED DATA

DON’T LET THIRD-PARTY COOKIE DEPRECATION JEOPARDIZE YOUR MARKETING
Retailers rely on third-party data to drive their digital marketing strategies, but that
soon will be impossible. Both Safari and Firefox have removed third-party cookies
from their browsers, and Chrome is expected to remove them in 2023—a move that
has many marketers concerned, as 80% of them are very or moderately reliant on
third-party cookies.
The move isn’t all bad news, though. Retail marketers weren’t really getting identity
resolution right using 3PIDs in the first place. According to a 2019 Forrester Survey:

58% 56% 52%
of retail marketers
couldn’t personalize
online campaigns.

couldn’t determine
the right audience for
online campaigns.

couldn’t prove
performance through
measurement.

Even with new identifiers, like Apple’s Identifers for
Advertisers (IDFA), it’s not all roses for advertisers.
• IDFA is a anonymized unique identifier—a mobile ad ID
(MAID)—assigned by Apple to a user’s device.
• These identifiers allow an installed mobile app to track
user behavior across other companies’ apps, websites
or offline properties for the purposes of ad targeting,
personalization and measurement.
• In April 2021, Apple introduced a new feature called
App Tracking Transparency (ATT). This requires iOS app
developers to receive each user’s permission to track
their activity or access their device’s IDFA for advertising
purposes.(MAID)—assigned by Apple to a user’s device.
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FUTURE-PROOFED DATA

LOOK BEYOND THIRD-PARTY COOKIES
To get connected, persistent and accurate data validated by transactions,
retail marketers need:
• A solid foundation of first-party data, integrated across sources and
brands. This requires technology to manage person-level identity, likely
a customer data platform (CDP). The tool must be able to identify people
and stitch together accurate profiles, perform householding and more in
real time.
• Identifiers provided by authenticated consumers, such as email or
phone numbers that they consent to give in exchange for personalized
marketing messages.
• Partnerships that can provide necessary second- and third-party data
to tie anonymous interactions to a known individual.
All these needs should be explored with a privacy-first framework that
ensures the protection of client data, consumer privacy and choice. This
maintains consumer trust and adheres to regulatory requirements.
These capabilities are critical. When you reach the right customer in
their preferred channel at the most impactful moment, you increase:

Campaign
accuracy

Cross-sell
+ upsell
oportunities

Return on
marketing
investment

Enterprise
impact
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FUTURE-PROOFED DATA

IDENTIFY WHAT YOU NEED—AND WHERE YOU WANT TO GO
So, how can retail brands organize and align their data across online and
offline channels? It starts with asking a few simple questions of your team,
partners and organization.
• What first-party data do I have access to, and how is it organized?
• What first-party data do I want, and do I have a solid strategy to collect it?
• Do I still rely on third-party cookies? Do I have a plan after they’re
phased out?
With the right platform and organizational system, you’ll understand the data
you have and identify what data you still need. From there, you can consider
strategies like progressive profiling and loyalty programs to gradually collect
it from your customers at each interaction.

Hear from our SVP of Product,
Dana Moroze in Adweek:
3 Questions to Ask Yourself in the
Sprint to Scale First-Party Data

What is identity?
Identity resolution is so much more than simply knowing
someone shops at your store. Forrester defines four key
components to identity resolution in its Now Tech: Identity
Resolution Q3 2020 report.
Onboarding
Makes offline data available for online use
and matches known consumer IDs with
pseudonymous online identifiers.
First-person personally identifiable
information (PII) identity
Manages identities of known consumers using
name-based information. Offers a proprietary,
persistent identifier created from a database of
known consumer IDs, present and past personal
data and third-party sources.
Digital identity
Connects pseudonymous consumer data
from digital data management use cases.
Builds anonymized consumer profiles
through matching techniques.
Embedded digital identity
Offers digital identity in addition to marketing
and advertising activation capabilities, such
as demand-side platform. Helps develop and
execute precise and scaled campaigns.
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FUTURE-PROOFED DATA

HOW L’OCCCITANE REENGAGED LAPSED USERS TO DRIVE TRIPLE DIGIT GROWTH
L’Occitane wanted to reactivate lapsed customers, acquire new ones and retain existing ones during
the 2020 holiday season.
They identified customers online who hadn’t purchased in the past 13 months. Then they used AI
models to determine who was most likely to purchase again, and sent each person timely, relevant
and personalized messages to drive reengagement.
L’Occitane’s holiday-themed offerings are always a hit, so they identified prospects with a
propensity to buy holiday-themed products. L’Occitane then personalized and delivered offsite ads
at the SKU level.
COVID-19 made communicating with current customers a top priority. To send updates about
safety improvements and store openings, the brand identified and messaged valuable individuals
who lived near selected storefronts.

“Epsilon’s targeting capabilities allow us to model off the right audience, which
improves our chances for conversion. It was innovative on our side from a
communication standpoint—we can push the right messages to the right people.”
–Anahita Besson, Director of Online Marketing, L’Occitane

L’Occitane’s results were impressive:

5.6M

unique lapsed customers
reached, driving $3M+
in revenue.

read the full story

1.9M

individuals reached with 92
holiday themed SKUs, each
driving a $21:1 ROAS.

94M

impressions across 22 targeted
stores for $760K in revenue
driven by retention efforts.
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FUTURE-PROOFED DATA

BUILDING 1PD THROUGH CUSTOMER INTERACTION
Giving power back to customers unlocks a retailer’s potential to dominate their market segment. That’s why they’re investing in platforms such as loyalty
programs and the direct-to-consumer model.
Walgreens wins with loyalty

For Frito-Lay, D2C puts them in the retailer ring

With Epsilon’s help, Walgreens launched an incentive-based loyalty
platform that supports and routes data for each customer interaction,
such as in-store enrollments, online purchases and activity uploads from
devices like Fitbit.

Frito-Lay launched Snacks.com early in the pandemic to reach customers
where they were: Online. With a “build your own” variety pack, the brand
learned more about aggregate consumer habits and individual preferences
more than they had with research panels or in-store sale numbers.

The goal is to give each customer a unique experience on their Walgreens
journey. For example, someone who uses the myWalgreens app to look
at ear infection medication for their child will get a completely different
experience from someone browsing online for makeup promotions.

For example, consumers have been mixing and matching products in ways
the brand didn’t expect—like pairing some healthy options with more
indulgent choices or buying for households where children have very
different tastes than their kids.

“As the US continues to age and increase its diversity, it becomes really important
that we continue to meet [individual] needs, because they will continue to evolve.”
–Alyssa Raine, group vice president, customer marketing platforms at Walgreens

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR VENDOR
Is your solution
people based?

How reliant are you on third-party
cookies and IDFA, and what’s your
game plan when they deprecate?

How can you connect and
improve my existing data?
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DYNAMIC PERSONALIZATION—AT SCALE

CONSUMERS LOVE PERSONALIZATION,
BUT WHY IS IT SO HARD TO GET RIGHT?
Personalization is more than just including someone’s
name in a subject line. It’s about strategically using data
to create tailored experiences that consumers care
about. 90% of consumers find personalization appealing,
and it makes them 10x more likely to become a valuable
customer and purchase 15 or more times in one year.
But many brands struggle with creating these
experiences. In fact, Epsilon research shows that
most consumers think brands don’t do a good job
personalizing experiences online.
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DYNAMIC PERSONALIZATION—AT SCALE

CONSUMERS LOVE PERSONALIZATION, BUT WHY IS IT SO HARD TO GET RIGHT?

29%

5–20%

of consumers think websites and mobile
apps succeed at personalization.

of consumers think websites and mobile
apps succeed at personalization.

This number is likely to continue to decrease as people opt out of IDFA.

With online shopping increasing, your brand’s digital presence ought
to be successfully activating customers. If it’s not, it’s not working.

To activate your data, you need a partner that can:

+
Onboard your
first-party data.

+
Match your
first-party data
with additional
third-party data.

+
Drive connected
experiences across
CTV, email, display,
loyalty programs
and more.

+
Personalize
messages to each
of those customers.

+
Use AI-driven
interactions
for ongoing
learning, meaning
your marketing
continually gets
smarter.

+
Accurately
measure the
impact of that
investment.

Repeat.
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DYNAMIC PERSONALIZATION—AT SCALE

WHAT DOES PERSONALIZATION LOOK LIKE?
People are all unique, and their needs change daily. A robust personalization strategy can solve for these shifts: It considers not only demographic information,
but the formats, channels and offers each consumer would respond to.
While different consumers may buy the same products in certain scenarios, their overall identities as shoppers can be vastly different. Let’s say you’re a
furniture retailer considering how to communicate with to two different customers. They have identical demographics, but once you dive into their online and
transactional data, you can see how messaging would affect them differently.

The DIY guy

The entertainer

ID: #32L253

ID: #621F293

DEMOGRAPHIC
Male, 28
Married
Income: $90k
Grand Rapids, MI

DEMOGRAPHIC
Male, 28
Married
Income: $90k
Grand Rapids, MI

RECENT BROWSING
Kitchen remodel
Dining room tables for six
DIY videos on YouTube

RECENT BROWSING
Sunday night football
schedule
Party appetizers
Large sectional couches

RECENT PURCHASES
Energy-saving refrigerator
Six-person dish set
INDIVIDUAL ATTRIBUTES
Online Channel Preference
Deal Hunter
Value Shopper
Rustic Style

LARGE
SECTIONAL COUCHES

Come visit us at 8077 Plymouth Ave

RECENT PURCHASES
Surround sound speakers
Cocktail mixers

SAVE 20% TODAY
ON DINING TABLES

INDIVIDUAL ATTRIBUTES
In Store Channel Preference
High-end Brands
Luxury Style

SHOP ONLINE NOW
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DYNAMIC PERSONALIZATION—AT SCALE

PERSONALIZATION DRIVES BRAND AFFINITY
Building brand affinity can improve your online experiences and create new avenues to understand your customers better. Some examples include:

Understanding
individual intent
and tailoring
offers accordingly

Recommendations
based on past
purchases

Loyalty programs

Providing
specialists to
answer product
questions and make
recommendations

Convenient multi-modal
shopping channels (eg.,
buy online and pick up
in store, free shipping
and returns)

Virtual try-ons

These consumer engagement tactics allow brands to not only build an experience but also gain meaningful data for customer insights. Loyalty programs and
targeted offers are two of the best ways to build these systems. They can make data collection fun for consumers and help build deeper brand connections.
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DYNAMIC PERSONALIZATION—AT SCALE

PERSONALIZATION AT SCALE: CABELA’S SUCCESS STORY
Outdoor retailer Cabela’s provides much more than just gear and
accessories. They know their customers want quality products
that fit their lifestyle. From hikers to hunters, each customer
seeks something unique when they enter a Cabela’s store.
Cabela’s wanted to craft relevant messaging that reached
new and current customers—and that also didn’t waste
ad impressions.
Using Epsilon’s deep understanding of 200+ million people—
online and offline—Cabela’s accurately identified the right
audiences. They then used custom, personalized online ads
that spoke to specific consumer profiles. These targeted real
individuals and their interests in formats they used: display,
video and interactive pre-roll.
This allowed Cabela’s to deliver smart conversations about
relevant products throughout the customer journey.

By serving personalized messages to the right customers and
prospects, Cabela’s was able to prove impressive impact:

29%

increase in incremental
revenue during holiday

80%

completion rate on
interaction pre-roll

2x

higher engagement
than standard pre-roll

read the full story
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DYNAMIC PERSONALIZATION—AT SCALE

EMERGING WAYS TO CONNECT WITH CONSUMERS
Connected TV

Retail media networks

According to eMarketer, connected TV (CTV) is one of digital
advertising’s fastest-growing channels. As more consumers turn to
streaming platforms, advertisers are relying less on linear TV. And
they’re seeing results.

Retailers are turning to retail media networks to improve reach and
acquisition. These networks allow retailers to monetize their first-party
data assets by tapping into partner brands’ budgets.

One Epsilon client, a popular lifestyle retailer, used CTV messaging
to reach net-new shoppers who weren’t engaging with their digital
properties. They drew 100K people by messaging through CTV,
generating $425K in revenue.

For one beauty retailer, launching their own retail media network
resulted in huge returns. They had 90+ brands engaged in their network,
with the top five brands investing $1 million or more annually with fullfunnel strategies. This resulted in $150:1 average retailer-messaged
return on ad spend across all campaigns.

“Retailers are sitting on a huge asset with their first-party data.… Tomorrow’s retail media networks are being
launched by fundamentally different retailers than the ones that built the category. They have to consider new
ways of building a retail media network that works for them, not copy what worked for others.”
–Ric Elert, COO, Epsilon
“What Does the Next Wave of Retail Media Look Like?,” Adweek 2021

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR VENDOR
What channels
can you activate
my data on?

How agile are you at
shifting an activation
strategy?

What e-commerce and retail
media network capabilities do
you support?

How are you optimizing
performance and getting
smarter over time?
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MEASUREMENT BEYOND TODAY

DOING MORE WITH LESS
The ability to ingest and bring together massive
quantities of out-of-order, unstructured, crosschannel data (across call center, digital, mobile
app and live chat) is unique.
And yet it’s necessary to get at the metrics
and dimensions you need to measure success
across the customer journey. You’ll need a
modern toolkit—including AI integrations—to
stitch together all your cross-channel data and
illustrate path-to-purchase attributions at the
individual level.
Unfortunately, budgets are only getting tighter.
On top of the pressure to prove attribution,
most marketers have to do more with less.
Identity management unlocks actionable
performance insights to drive real outcomes.
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MEASUREMENT BEYOND TODAY

CLOSED-LOOP REPORTING DRIVES OPTIMIZATION
Your solutions partner should give you closed-loop reporting
that shows each customer’s path to purchase, online and offline.
That way, you can tie your marketing to actual outcomes and use
these insights to continually optimize in real time.
Connected identity—that is, identity that connects each
customer’s online and offline worlds—is critical to measure
performance against business goals, rather than just activity
on a webpage. When a customer makes a purchase, online or
in-store, you can attribute it to the right person. You’ll know the
messages that each person responds to and correlate it to sales,
loyalty signups, larger basket sizes and other marketing goals.
If you find that people aren’t responding to your messages as
well as you’d like, connected identity allows you to optimize
campaigns—and their performance—in flight. The beauty
of the digital age is that we can see results in real time. It also
helps you to lower costs because you’ll know you’re not wasting
budget serving the same ineffective ad to the same person on
five different devices.

request a demo

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR VENDOR
What tools do you use
to measure the customer
experience across channels?

Can you measure at
the person level?

Can you measure
online and offline?

Can you show me the complete path to
purchase—attributing each marketing dollar
to actual online and offline purchases?
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THE FUTURE STARTS NOW

DON’T WAIT TO START FUTURE-PROOFING YOUR MARKETING
Now is the best time to pivot your marketing strategies. Digital
adoption is only growing, and with 3PID deprecation on the horizon, it’s
imperative for marketers to create more sustainable solutions to ensure

their messages are reaching the right consumers. Using these three
key frameworks, you can identify areas of improvement and move your
marketing strategies into the future.

anticipate
• Is your solution people based?
• How reliant are you on third-party cookies and IDFA, and what’s your game plan when they deprecate?
• How can you connect and improve my existing data?

activate
• What channels can you activate my data on?
• How agile are you at shifting an activation strategy?
• What e-commerce and retail media network capabilities do you support?
• How are you optimizing performance and getting smarter over time?

prove
• What tools do you use to measure the customer experience across channels?
• Can you measure at the person level?
• Can you measure online and offline?
• Can you show me the complete path to purchase—attributing each marketing dollar to actual online and offline purchases?
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PARTNER WITH EPSILON

HOW EPSILON CAN HELP
Retail marketers have some tall orders to fill in the wake of breakneck digitization and
3PID deprecation. It’s your opportunity to get to know your customers better than ever
before, drive personalization and measure and optimize every engagement. And it’s also
an opportunity to write your brand’s next chapter and leapfrog the competition.
Choosing the right partners on this journey will be crucial to your success.
With Epsilon’s industry-leading database of 200M+ unique individuals—each with a stable,
connected ID—you’ll find the shoppers who will be most responsive to your messages, and
you’ll connect with them to drive results for your brand.

To learn more, visit our website or connect with a
retail strategy expert: retailmedia@epsilon.com
Best-in-class identity solution
Accurately identify and reach more of your
current consumers and new prospects.
Transaction-based data
Thousands of historical and real-time
consumer attributes, behaviors and intentions.
Actual marketing outcomes
Tied to individual consumer preferences,
receptiveness and behaviors.
Superior end-to-end
martech and adtech stack
Recognized as industry-leading.
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Epsilon is the leader in outcome-based marketing. We enable marketing that’s built on proof,
not promisesTM. Through Epsilon PeopleCloud, the marketing platform for personalizing consumer
journeys with performance transparency, Epsilon helps marketers anticipate, activate and prove
measurable business outcomes. Powered by CORE ID®, the most accurate and stable identity
management platform representing 200+ million people, Epsilon’s award-winning data and
technology is rooted in privacy by design and underpinned by powerful AI. With more than
50 years of experience in personalization and performance working with the world’s top brands,
agencies and publishers, Epsilon is a trusted partner leading CRM, digital media, loyalty and
email programs. Positioned at the core of Publicis Groupe, Epsilon is a global company with over
8,000 employees in over 40 offices around the world. For more information, visit epsilon.com.
Follow us on Twitter at @EpsilonMktg.
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